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Abstract— Social media (and the world at large) have been
awash with news of the COVID-19 pandemic. With the passage
of time, news and awareness about COVID-19 spread like
the pandemic itself, with an explosion of messages, updates,
videos, and posts. Mass hysteria manifest as another concern in
addition to the health risk that COVID-19 presented. Predictably,
public panic soon followed, mostly due to misconceptions, a lack
of information, or sometimes outright misinformation about
COVID-19 and its impacts. It is thus timely and important to
conduct an ex post facto assessment of the early information flows
during the pandemic on social media, as well as a case study
of evolving public opinion on social media which is of general
interest. This study aims to inform policy that can be applied
to social media platforms; for example, determining what degree
of moderation is necessary to curtail misinformation on social
media. This study also analyzes views concerning COVID-19
by focusing on people who interact and share social media
on Twitter. As a platform for our experiments, we present a
new large-scale sentiment data set COVIDSENTI, which consists
of 90 000 COVID-19-related tweets collected in the early stages
of the pandemic, from February to March 2020. The tweets have
been labeled into positive, negative, and neutral sentiment classes.
We analyzed the collected tweets for sentiment classification
using different sets of features and classifiers. Negative opinion
played an important role in conditioning public sentiment, for
instance, we observed that people favored lockdown earlier in
the pandemic; however, as expected, sentiment shifted by mid-
March. Our study supports the view that there is a need to
develop a proactive and agile public health presence to combat
the spread of negative sentiment on social media following a
pandemic.

Index Terms— COVID-19, epidemic, misinformation, opinion
mining, pandemic, sentiment analysis, text mining, Twitter.

I. INTRODUCTION

CORONAVIRUS disease (COVID-19) is a novel viral dis-

ease denoted by the year in which it first appeared [52].

The disease has affected many countries, with the battle to

curtail its spread being waged in every country, even those

countries with few or no infections. It was declared a pandemic

on January 30, 2020, by the World Health Organization

(WHO), an organization that is relentlessly trying to control
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it. The development of vaccines is eagerly anticipated and

showing great promise [16]. As it stands, there is a lack

of academic study on the topic to aid researchers, save for

Bhat et al. [6] and Boldog et al. [8]. This hampers research

findings on the consequences of COVID-19 on mental health

or the study of the global economic implications.

Due to the emergence of bizarre conspiracy theories around

COVID-19, social media platforms, such as Twitter, Face-

book, Reddit, and Instagram, have been actively working on

scrutinizing and fact-checking in order to combat the spread

of misinformation. Misinformation is defined as a deliberate

attempt to confuse/mislead the public with false information.

This gives rise to the need to create analytic methods that could

be rapidly deployed to understand information flows and to

interpret how mass sentiment among the population develops

in pandemic scenarios. There has not been comprehensive

research on analyzing conspiracy communication trends on

social media and cumulative personal-level information, with

most studies presenting the analysis of preventive care and

recovery, healthcare, social network, and economic data. Ana-

lyzing content posts on social media platforms, such as Twitter

and Facebook, is a popular method to capture human emo-

tional expression. Fears, numbers, facts, and the predominant

thoughts of people as a whole, unsurprisingly, inundate the

social media space, and this information, when analyzed, can

reveal much about the prevailing mood and temperament of

the broader human population.

The extraordinary increase of society’s dependence on

social media for information, as opposed to traditional news

sources, and the volume of data presented, has brought about

an increased focus on the use of natural language process-

ing (NLP) and methods from artificial intelligence (AI) to

aid text analytics [5]. This information includes diverse social

phenomena, such as cultural dynamics, social trends, natural

hazards and public health, matters frequently discussed, and

opinions expressed, by people using social media. This is

because of its low cost and easy access and from the personal

connectivity within the social network. Increasingly, social

media is used by professional opinion leaders (and state actors)

as a tool to amplify their message via its network effects. Many

companies also use social media to promote products, brand

names, and services [21]. Consequently, an information-rich

reservoir is created by reviews and experiences shared by end

users, and this information is stored as text, making platforms

of open communication and social media salient information

sources for researching issues concerning rapidly developing

public sentiment [53]. Since there has not been a global
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pandemic in 100 years, this represents an opportunity to study

a truly global phenomenon.

NLP and its application to the analysis of social media

have experienced exponential growth. However, the challenges

of deducing a text’s intrinsic meaning using NLP-methods

are still problematic. It has been shown that even the most

recent NLP technologies are “vulnerable to adversarial texts”

[42], [43]. Thus, developing an understanding of the limitation

of text classification method, as well as related algorithms

in machine learning (ML), is imperative. It is also important

to discover if there exists an effective combination of these

technologies, by adapting a synergistic principle, to overcome

these limitations. In so doing, the process could further

advance the use of AI on human communication and in gen-

erating insights from the texts. Consider the following tweets1

where users are expressing sentiment related to COVID-19.

1) Happy New Year. May the Year of the Rat bring you

good fortune, cheese in abundance, and immunity to the

coronavirus.

2) Watching breaking news about the Corona Virus

200 infecteds now! Very sad.

3) What are symptoms of coronavirus and where has it

spread?

4) Experts are warning that the new Coronavirus is worse

than SARS.

5) The coronavirus killed Mr. Peanut.

The above examples illustrate the opinion and sentiments

of Twitter users related to COVID-19. The role of sentiment

analysis comes into play, focusing on developing efficient

algorithmic processes for the automatic extraction of the

writer’s sentiment as conveyed in the text. Relevant efforts

focus on tracking the sentiment valence (or polarity) of single

utterances, in the form of short text posts, which, in most

cases, are loaded with subjectivity and uncertainty. Adding

further complexity is that the forms of language used in social

media, such as Twitter, are not normalized, and its utterances

tend to breach vocabulary and grammar conventions; they are

unstructured, syntactically eccentric, and often very informal.

Users write using their own made-up words and jargon; they

use abbreviations, nonstandard punctuation, incorrect spelling,

emoticons, slang, idioms, and abbreviations and frequently

include URLs in posts. The absence of facial expressions,

visual, and tone-of-voice cues, means that context-aware

approaches to leverage ambiguity are absent or ineffective.

Twitter data are presented in this research as the source for

textual analysis. Its use is in identifying public sentiment and,

particularly, to track the growth of fear linked to COVID-19.

Custom approaches to identifying constructs like dominant

behavior exhibited in electronic chats have been explored in

past studies, which show the potential to enhance analyses

by accelerating automated sentiment classification using NLP-

techniques. Sentiment identification, COVID-19 and similar

crisis scenario trends, and keyword association, specific to

Twitter data analysis, are analyzed using a methodological

approach that this research outlines. The search for insights

1This is an original tweet taken from Twitter.

Fig. 1. Word cloud of the extracted tweets.

using data visualization, such as in Figs. 1 and 4, and descrip-

tive text analytics is also presented.

A discussion and comparison of textual classification mech-

anisms are one of the contributions of this study; these mech-

anisms are based on deep learning (DL) and ML methods,

which are generally used in AI applications for NLP, but in this

research, contextualized specifically in making tweet sentiment

classifications through the use of ML.

Various studies in the past have indicated that pandemics

and disease outbreaks could be controlled if the relevant

experts considered the data posted by the public [49]. During

the lockdown from COVID-19, people took to social media

to express their feelings, find information, and also calm

themselves. Therefore, social media creates the possibility to

analyze public sentiment and its dynamic during the pandemic,

revealing insights into prevailing sentiment and its network

effects. Recently presented studies focused on automatic iden-

tification of tweets posted about COVID-19 [27], [44], [48],

[56]. However, less work is available on both the topic and

its sentiment considered together. The analysis of topic and

sentiment provides insights on understanding the mental health

of the broader population.

This study aims to identify the topics and the community

sentiment dynamics expressed on Twitter about COVID-19.

The research questions we address are: 1) how to automati-

cally detect people’s sentiments expressed on Twitter due to

COVID-19 and 2) what topics are mostly discussed by the

Twitter users while expressing sentiments about COVID-19?

To answer these questions, we collected a novel labeled data

set on COVID-19-related tweets and present an exploratory

analysis of the data set and topic discovery and sentiment

detection using NLP.

Streaming Twitter data were collected using the Twitter API

from February to March 2020, and sentiment identified from

the collected tweets was labeled into three categories: those

containing positive, negative, and neutral tweets. Sentiment
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spread analysis on tweets related to COVID-19 is provided to

balance the classes with equal numbers in each labeled class.

Different algorithmic models are used to train and validate

the data set to provide the baselines for detecting sentiment

related to prospective COVID-19 treatments spread on Twitter.

Through a final verification analysis, the best performing

model is selected to optimize and promote. We conclude

that future work must better account for context and the

heterogeneity in sentiment related to COVID-19 treatments.

The key contributions of this work are as follows.

1) A large-scale manually annotated COVID sentiment

data set was developed, named COVIDSenti consisting

of 90 000 tweets crawled from February to March 2020.

The data set consists of three equal-sized subdata sets.

Each tweet is labeled into one of the three sentiment

classes: positive, negative, or neutral. The data sets are

publicly available for research community.2

2) Demonstration of how public sentiments concerning

Coronavirus were traced; sentiment analysis was used

on the Twitter data to build a classifier and we developed

a visualization of the content that is present in textual

data. In addition to this, a word cloud of most common

words is presented to provide qualitative analysis.

3) Indicative topics are extracted, and we present and

discuss the dominant discourse of public concern about

COVID-19. Findings of this study could assist gov-

ernments worldwide in planning effective public health

responses.

4) Performance of different state-of-the-art ML text clas-

sification mechanisms was benchmarked, and baseline

results for each are discussed.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows.

Section II presents the related work. Section III explains

the proposed methodology this article follows. Results are

presented in Section IV, and finally, in Section V, conclusions

are presented.

II. RELATED WORK

Numerous sources spanning various academic disciplines

inform this article, and as such, in this section, the literature

review for sentiment analysis and textual analytics is pre-

sented, as well as that on ML methods, twitter and NLP. Sig-

nificant data challenges are evolving and need to be addressed,

and strategic information characteristics restructuring data,

as well as the ML techniques, are necessary tools [46].

The evocation and analysis of characters, visualizations of

text, semantics, and syntactic are what textual analytics deals

with [46], as well as associated exogenous and endogenous

features of these tools.

Over the years, text analysis has been used in various appli-

cations: email filtering [10], irony and sarcasm detection [33],

document organization [19], sentiment and opinion mining

prediction [30], [37], hate speech detection [29], [35], question

answering systems [18], content mining [1], biomedical text

mining [31], [32], and more. Twitter data have seen wide

2Published in conjunction with this article.

usage for emotional analysis [3], [9], [41]. In other work,

more than 70 000 tweets made over a year were used in

a study analyzing customer feedback of a French Energy

Company [38]. Interesting insights were hidden in plain sight

due to the massive volume of data retrieved and analyzed

using a latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) algorithm conducted

by frequency-based filtering techniques. Tweet popularity has

also been explored using negative binomial as well as Poisson

models [45]. The relationship between topics is also evaluated

in that study. Seven dissimilarity measures are used. It is

discovered that in identifying useful user-based interactive

approach-related topics, Kulliback–Leibler and Euclidean dis-

tances achieve the best performance. Prior research applied the

time-aware knowledge extraction (TAKE) methodology [2].

Studies concerning information systems that develop designs

for human-trait identification, such as dominance in electronic

communication, using textual analysis have also used similar

research. Assessment of another finds great utility in content

selection, product positioning, information retrieval, and user

psychological assessment. Prior research has also featured the

use of linguistic and psychological analysis in the extraction

of emotion from multilingual social media posts [23].

The analysis of past epidemics, crisis situational analysis

and tracking, has also involved tracking Twitter data [17],

[25], [55]. A better understanding of the US’s geographical

spread concerning the valances of both healthy and unhealthy

food sentiment is studied by Widener and Li [53]. The authors

showed that people in rural areas tweet less than those in urban

areas and suburbs, using the spatial distribution of analyzed

tweets. This work also notes that food tweets per capita were

less in small urban areas than in larger towns and cities. It was

revealed using logistic regression that in low-income areas,

tweets related more to unhealthy food. Healthcare sentiment

analytics has also had avenues for the use of Twitter data.

Postnatal behavioral changes and the moods of new mothers

are investigated by De Choudhury et al. [13]. They used

Twitter posts to evaluate any postnatal change, for example,

linguistic style, emotion, social network, and social engage-

ment, showing that data from Twitter can be useful in finding

mothers prone to postnatal depression. Twitter data related to

supply chain management (SCM) has been analyzed by new

analytical frameworks as well, providing salient insights that

enhance SCM research and practices [12]. Using 22 399 SCM

tweets, content analysis that integrated sentiment analysis,

and text mining was conducted, as was descriptive analysis

and network analytics. An efficient platform called MISNIS

(intelligent Mining of Public Social Networks’ influence in

Society) is presented by Carvaho et al. [11]. This served for

collecting, storing, managing, mining, and visualizing Twitter

data.

Regarding research in social media, Lopez et al. [27]

ventured into the government policies implemented concern-

ing the COVID-19 pandemic and general discourse around

the pandemic topic. Multiple language Twitter data from

different countries are text-mined to identify popular policy

responses during the pandemic. In the same way, text mining

was also used by Saire and Navarro [44]; they aimed to

show the epidemiology of COVID-19, as shown via press
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TABLE I

KEYWORDS USED TO COLLECT TWEETS

publications in Bogota, Colombia. They intuited that the num-

ber of infected people correlated positively with the number

of tweets. Schild et al. [48] looked into the evolution of

sinophobia resulting from the pandemic by inspecting two

sources, 4Chan and Twitter.

Kaila et al. [39] presented a study on COVID-19 topic

modeling generating the top-10 topics from a random sample

of 18 000 tweets on COVID-19. The authors also calculated the

emotions using the NRC sentiment lexicon. In another study,

Han et al. [20] presented a study on the sentiment of the people

in China on COVID-19. They categorized COVID-19-related

posts into seven topics with further division into 13 more

subtopics. Depoux et al. [14] demonstrated that panic created

by people posting on social media is more likely to spread

faster than that of COVID-19. Hence, such rumors, sentiments,

and public behavior need to be detected and responded to

as soon as possible by the experts and relevant authorities.

Recently, Huang and Carley [22] explored the public emotions

and discussion on COVID-19 on Twitter and found that the

regular Twitter users’ posts are the most influential. Unlike the

work mentioned above, in this article, we presented a novel

data set and the public’s most common topic in their posts.

We provided benchmarked results to identify sentiment using

NLP automatically.

III. METHODOLOGY

The overview of our proposed framework is shown in Fig. 2,

with each component of the framework explained in the

following.

A. COVIDSenti Data Collection and Labeling

Out of approximately 2.1 million tweets crawled from

February to March 2020, we included 90 000 unique tweets

from 70 000 users that met the selection criteria. Our analy-

sis identified 12 topics, such as quarantine, lockdown, and

stay home. COVIDSENTI was divided equally into three

subdata sets of COVIDSENTI-A, COVIDSENTI-B, and

COVIDSENTI-C, respectively, of positive, negative, or neutral

sentiments. The data set (tweets) has been collected by using

Tweepy, an official Python Twitter API library.

1) Selection Criteria: COVIDSENTI contains two months’

worth of tweets. Our search was limited to tweets in English.

The keywords used ensured a textual corpus focused on the

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed framework.

COVID-19 and associated phenomena. Keywords used to

collect the tweets are given in Table I.

2) Labeling: In order to annotate the data set, we followed

guidelines by Bandi and Fellah [4] and labeled each tweet

as positive, negative, or neutral. The TextBlob tool3 was

used for the purpose of labeling the emotional sentiment

into positive, negative, and neutral. According to Bandi and

Fellah [4], TextBlob can indicate a sentence’s attitude by

calculating the score as a polarity [-1 to 1]. When the polarity

of a tweet is less than −0.4, its sentiment is regarded as

negative. Symmetrically, when it is greater than 0.4, the tweet

is considered positive. The polarity of a neutral tweet lies in the

range from −0.4 to 0.4. The pseudocodes of tweets labeling

and sentiment are given in Algorithm 1

LTi
=











Negative, P < −0.4

Positive, P > 0.4

Neutral, −0.4 ≥ P ≤ 0.4

(1)

where Pi is the polarity of tweet Ti and −1 < P < 1.

3https://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev/
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Fig. 3. Example of labeled tweets in COVIDSenti.

Algorithm 1 Tweets Labeling Steps

Input: Unlabeled T weet: Tu ,

Output: Labeled Tweet: Tl ,

Compute:

Positive: Tpos = [];

Negative: Tneg = [];

Neutral: Tneu = [];

Steps:

for t in T(t) do:

If (t is English):

Perform Labeling: (TextBlob)

If (-1 < polarity of t < -0.4):

Labeled as Negative

If (0.4 < polarity of t < 1):

Labeled as Positive

else:

Labeled as Neutral

Perform Pre-processing:

Remove punctuation, stop-words,

stemming, and lower-case all words

else:

Delete t

end for

Output:

Pre-processed labeled Tweets: Tl = [Tpos, Tneg, Tneu]

TABLE II

DATA SET DISTRIBUTION

As previously stated, the data set consists of 90 000 tweets.

It is further divided into three equal-sized subsets named

COVIDSENTI-A, COVIDSENTI-B, and COVIDSENTI-C in

each sentiment class for evaluation and generalization pur-

poses. The tweet distribution is given in Table II.

COVIDSENTI-A consists of most of the tweets related to

government action against COVID-19. For example, @User-

name “I don’t trust our government at all. I get my news

on Coronavirus from o/s sources.4” COVIDSENTI-B consists

of tweets related to the COVID-19 crises, social distancing,

lockdown, and stay at home. Thus, it mainly covers the

temporal change in people’s behavior based on the number

of cases, panic-inducing information, and so on. For example,

“Coronavirus goes parabolic. China: shut everything down,

stay home.5” COVIDSENTI-C consists of tweets related to

COVID-19 cases, outbreak, and stay at home. Thus, it mainly

exhibits the patterns of the behavior of people in response to an

increase in the number of cases. “The 1000 point Dow drop

today is speculative, just fears of how bad the coronavirus

outbreak will get.6” Examples of labeled tweets are given

in Fig. 3.

B. Preprocessing

As raw tweets are often short, unstructured, informal, and

noisy, the first step of sentiment analysis is to preprocess the

data [34]. To do so, the following series of techniques are

applied in the given order to improve the text.

1) Almost every social media platform uses hashtags to rep-

resent topics, i.e., #COVID-19, #StayHome, #StaySafe,

and #Coronavirus. In most cases, hashtags are unneces-

sary to sentiment and can affect the performance. Thus,

in our first step, we performed basic cleaning of the

text by removing unnecessary hashtags, just the hashtag

character not the hashtag text.

2) The second step is to case-fold the text. To avoid

recognizing the same word as a different word due to

capitalization, we fold all capitalized letters to lower

case.

3) There are many words that are concatenated in other

words, especially the words that are hashtagged such as

“stayathomestaysafe” and “coronavirus,” should be “stay

home stay safe” and “corona virus,” respectively. Hence,

we perform word segmentation to achieve this.

4) Removing stop words is a popular method to reduce

the noise in textual data. Removing stop words does

not affect understanding a sentence’s sentiment valence.

For all but sentiment analysis, we removed stop words

(words commonly found in a document of little semantic

value, e.g., “for,” “the,” and “is”).

4This is an original tweet taken from Twitter.
5This is an original tweet taken from Twitter.
6This is an original tweet taken from Twitter.
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Fig. 4. Word cloud of (a) positive, (b) negative, and (c) neutral tweets.

TABLE III

TOP-10 FREQUENT WORDS FROM TWEETS

IN THE COVIDSENTI DATA SETS

5) The fifth step is lemmatization that processes the mor-

phological analysis of words and returns words to the

base or dictionary form. We used the method provided in

nltk and lemmatized words (changing different forms

of a word to its basic root form, e.g., “viruses” to “virus”

or “went” to “go”).

6) Textual data analysis was first held to eliminate hyper-

links, @mentions, and punctuation. We remove special

characters, punctuation, and numbers from the data set

as these do not help detect sentiment.

C. Exploratory Analysis

In this section, we conduct exploratory analysis to obtain a

more comprehensive view of our data set.

1) Keyword Trend Analysis: We first performed keyword

trend analysis on our preprocessed corpus to find out the

most frequently mentioned words. We found that people are

talking about coronavirus cases, the coronavirus outbreak,

social distancing, the coronavirus pandemic, the crises due

to coronavirus, and staying at home. Statistics on the TOP-

10 frequently used keywords are collected, and the results

are shown in Table III. The word cloud of the most common

words in positive, negative, and neutral tweet classes and Top

Hashtags used in our corpus are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

2) Topic Modeling: To quantitatively analyze the topics in

our data set, we explore the topic distributions with LDA [7].

Fig. 5. Top hashtags in the COVIDSenti data set.

LDA is an algorithm for topic modeling, which means that

a text is created from a mixture of topics. After the LDA

learning, topics described by the distribution of words and the

topic distribution of the documents are learned. In LDA, we set

the number of topics as six. Topics represented by a distribu-

tion of words and the topic distributions of the documents are

learned after LDA training. The word cloud of words within

top six topics and distribution of top-six dominant topics in

the corpora using LDA is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.

This quantitative result of LDA is in-line with the visualization

of word cloud generated using keyword analysis in Fig. 4. The

Top-10 words in the top-6 topics generated using the LDA

model are given in Table IV.

3) Sentiment Timeline With COVID-19 Progression: The

Sentiment timeline helps to understand trends in positive and

negative sentiment over time. As shown in Fig. 8, people

expressed their negative sentiments more often compared to

positive sentiment in relation to COVID-19. It is clear from

the trend that the intensity and count of negative sentiment
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Fig. 6. Word cloud of top six topics.

TABLE IV

TOP TEN WORDS IN TOP-6 TOPICS

Fig. 7. Distribution of dominant topics.

where high before mid of March 2020. The count and intensity

of negative sentiments dropped and shifted after mid of

March 2020 as people began to favor lockdown and social

distancing policies enforced by the authorities. This change

in sentiment indicates the acceptance of the COVID-19 pan-

demic and the acceptance of government policies enforced to

contain it.

D. Feature Extraction

In this experiment, vectorization techniques and

word embeddings are used for feature extraction. Term

frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) has been

used for vectorization. Similarly, for word embeddings,

pretrained Word2Vec, GloVe, and fastText embeddings

trained on Common Crawl and Wikipedia are used and have

300-D vectors. In addition, we used hybrid models, such as

hybrid ranking (HyRank) and Improved Word Vector (IWV),

that incorporate sentiment and context of tweets for Twitter

sentiment analysis [36].

We have also used current state-of-the-art language models

(LMs) that have altered NLP research’s landscape. We used
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Fig. 8. Timeline: sentiments with COVID-19 progression.

transformer-based models [51], such as bidirectional encoder

representations from the transformer (BERT) [15] and a dis-

tilled version of BERT (DistilBERT) [47], which reduces

the size of a BERT LM by 40% while retaining 97% of

its language understanding proficiency and is 60% quicker,

XLNET, also known as generalized autoregressive pretraining

for language understanding [54], which proposes a new task

to predict the bidirectional context instead of the masked lan-

guage task in BERT. It is a permutation language in which we

make some permutations of each sentence, so two contexts are

taken into consideration. To maintain the position information

of the token to be expected, the authors employed two-stream

self-attention. XLNET was presented to overcome the issue of

pretraining fine-tune discrepancy and to include bidirectional

contexts simultaneously and A Lite Bidirectional Encoder

Representations from Transformers (ALBERT) [26] that is

modified based on the architecture of BERT. In scaling pre-

trained models, ALBERT implements two-parameter reduction

methods that lift the essential barriers: 1) factorize embedding

parameterization—decomposing a big vocabulary embedding

matrix to two small matrices; 2) replace the next sentence

prediction (NSP) loss by sentence order prediction (SOP) loss;

and 3) provide cross-layer parameter sharing, which are trained

using bidirectional transformer models on large-scale unla-

beled text corpus using mask language modeling (MLM), NSP,

and SOP algorithms. These transformer-based models differ

in how the training methods are used. However, generally, all

training is performed in an unsupervised manner to generate an

LM used as an input to the subsequent supervised fine-tuning

for NLP-tasks. Transformer-based models are trained on large

volumes of data. This is why they can capture more context

enriched word representations than traditional and noncontex-

tual word representation methods.

E. Classification

To provide a comprehensive analysis, we used ML- and

DL-based classifiers to gauge performance in the sentiment

classification task. ML-based classifiers, such as support vector

machine (SVM), naive Bayes (NB), decision tree (DT), and

random forest (RF), are employed in our analysis. In addition

to traditional ML, we have also applied two DL-based classi-

fiers, namely convolutional neural network (CNN) and bidirec-

tional long-short term memory (Bi-LSTM). For regularization,

L2 has been used, whereas the optimizer was Adam [28]. Our

CNN consisted of three convolutional layers, and after each

layer, a max pool of filter size three has been applied followed

by a flattening layer to reshape the input size and a dropout

layer with a rate of 0.5. Finally, a dense layer followed by an

output layer, softmax used as the activation function. In our

experiments, four BiLSTM cells with different numbers of

hidden nodes are used. After the first BiLSTM layer, a dropout

of 0.5 is used for regularization, and again, a dropout of 0.25 is

used after three BiLSTM layers. The BiLSTM cell’s output is
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Fig. 9. Comparison of all results. (a) ML classifiers with TF-IDF. (b) ML classifiers with word embeddings. (c) DL classifiers with word embeddings.
(d) Hybrid models. (e) Transformer-based LM.

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF ML CLASSIFIERS WITH TF-IDF

connected to dense layers with ReLU as an activation function

and followed by a softmax activation function.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the experimental step used to eval-

uate the performance on benchmark data sets and provide

benchmarked results for the purpose of comparison. We used

accuracy and a tenfold cross validation. The baseline results

are reported using various ML, DL, and hybrid methods.

Results are summarized in Tables V–IX and plotted in Fig. 9.

To establish the baselines for ML classifiers, we used

traditional methods such as TF-IDF and Word2Vec, word

embedding-based models such as Word2Vec, GloVe, and

fastText, hybrid models such as IWV and HyRank, and

transformer-based LMs such as BERT, DistilBERT, XLNET,

and ALBERT. The results of TF-IDF-based classification are
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TABLE VI

COMPARISON OF ML WITH WORD EMBEDDINGS

TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF DL CLASSIFIERS WITH WORD EMBEDDINGS

TABLE VIII

COMPARISON OF HYBRID MODELS

TABLE IX

COMPARISON OF TRANSFORMER-BASED LMS

shown in Table V when using TF-IDF with SVM-, RF-,

NB-, and DT-based ML classifiers and word embeddings with

RF-, DT-, SVM-, and NB-based ML classifiers on all data

sets. Note that TF-IDF with SVM exhibited better perfor-

mance (0.839, 0.830, 0.829, and 0.845 on COVIDSENTI-

A, COVIDSENTI-B, COVIDSENTI-C, and COVIDSENTI,

respectively) in comparison to RF, DT, and NB.

We also used embedding-based models (Word2Vec, GloVe,

and fastText) with different classifiers (RF, DT, SVM, and

NB). Table VI describes the results. In comparison to DT,

SVM, and NB, RF showed better performance for fast-

Text (0.823, 0.841, 0.802, and 0.845 on COVIDSENTI-A,

COVIDSENTI-B, COVIDSENTI-C, and COVIDSENTI,

respectively); in comparison to Word2Vec and GloVe, fastText

showed considerably better performance due to its ability to

capture out-of-vocabulary words effectively, compared to other

tested methods.

For DL-based classifiers, we used word embedding models

such as Word2Vec, GloVe, and deep convolutional neural

network (DCNN)7 where GloVe is used for word repre-

sentations [24]. The results are shown in Table VII with

Word2Vec and for GloVe with DL classifiers on all three

7https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/

data sets. In comparison to word embedding-based BiLSTM,

DCNN with Glove showed better performance (0.834, 0.832,

0.864, and 0.869 on COVIDSENTI-A, COVIDSENTI-B,

COVIDSENTI-C, and COVIDSENTI, respectively).

Furthermore, we performed an experiment using hybrid

models, such as hybrid ranking and IWV in Table VIII.

Hybrid ranking [50] incorporates sentiment and context of

tweets for Twitter sentiment analysis (HyRank8). IWV model

where traditional pretrained word embeddings were enhanced

by adding POS and sentiment information from lexicons

for sentiment analysis to setup the baselines. The results

are shown in Table VIII. Notice that hybrid ranking out-

performs IWV with the performance score of 0.854, 0.865,

0.877, and 0.881 on COVIDSENTI-A, COVIDSENTI-B,

COVIDSENTI-C, and COVIDSENTI, respectively.

The final benchmark results are reported in Table IX

where we fine-tune the results from current state-of-the-art

transformer-based LMs, such as BERT, DistilBERT, XLNET,

and ALBERT. It is evident from these results that BERT

outperformed all other transformer-based LMs, as well as

all other methods used earlier. We attribute this to BERT’s

ability to capture contextual word representation, which all

8http://ir.hit.edu.cn/ dytang/
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other methods fail to capture. These results are in-line with

previous studies that demonstrated that BERT and its variants

perform better than traditional methods such as TF-IDF, word

embeddings, and hybrid methods that combine noncontextual

word representation methods.

Experimental results on COVIDSENTI-A revealed the

behavior of people in response to government action and

policies related to COVID-19. We noticed that the people

were losing trust in the government to control the situation;

however, their behavior changed later in March even though

there was fear, disgust, and sadness about the COVID-19. For

example, “Why is Kenyan government taking this Coronavirus

lightly. They are risking our lives. They need to stop flights to

china#NewsGang.9” Experimental results on COVIDSENTI-B

show that several posts favored lockdown and stay home

even though COVID-19 cases were increasing. For example,

“Want to help save lives during the coronavirus outbreak?

Wash your hands &amp; stay home if sick.10” This may be

due to the negative propaganda and misinformation related to

COVID-19 being spread on social media. Similarly, experi-

mental results on COVIDSENTI-C showed that the increase

in the number of COVID-19 cases and increased mortality

rate negatively impacted people’s lives. For example, “Many

Americans fear the coronavirus outbreak could prevent them

from working and getting paid.11”

V. CONCLUSION

Since the explosion of COVID-19 conspiracy theories,

social media has been widely used both for and against misin-

formation and misconceptions. In this article, we address the

issue of Twitter sentiment on COVID-19-related Twitter posts.

We benchmark sentiment analysis methods in the analysis

of COVID-19-related sentiment. Our findings indicate that

the population favored the lockdown and stay home order in

February; however, their opinion shifted by mid-March. The

reason for the shift in sentiment is unclear, but it may be

due to misinformation being spread on social media; thus,

there is a need to develop proactive and agile public health

presence to combat the spread of fake news. To facilitate

research among the community, we have released a publicly

available large-scale COVID-19 benchmark sentiment analysis

data set.
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